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SLR-DK-142 
 

Seat  
No. 

 
Set P 

 

B.Sc. (Semester - V) (New) (CBCS) Examination Oct/Nov-2019 
Chemistry (Special Paper – IX) 

PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY 
 

Day & Date: Monday, 07-10-2019  Max. Marks: 70 
Time: 11:30 AM To 02:00 PM  
 

Instructions: 1) All questions are compulsory. 
                       2) Figures to the right indicate full marks.   
                       3) Draw neat diagrams and give equations wherever necessary. 
   

Q.1  Fill in the blanks by choosing correct alternatives given below. 14 
 1) For a pure gas the degree of freedom is ______.  
 a) 3 b) 2  
 c) 1 d) 0  
      

 2) Photochemical reactions are _______ of temperature.  
 a) dependent b) independent  
 c) directly proportional d) all of these  
      

 3) The unit of cell potential is ______.  
 a) faraday b) J  
 c) erg d) Volt  
      

 4) In case of one component system when all the three phases are in 
equilibrium, the system is ______. 

 

 a) tri-variant b) bi-variant  
 c) uni-variant d) non-variant  
      

 5) Only the light that is absorbed by the system is capable to produce the 
photochemical change. This is known as _____ law. 

 

 a) Einsteins equivalence b) Avogadro’s  
 c) Grotthus-Draper d) Beer’s  
      

 6) For electrochemical cell to be spontaneous, the change in free energy is to 
be ______. 

 

 a) positive b) zero  
 c) negative d) both a and b  
      

 7) According to IUPAC nomenclature, double vertical line in the cell 
represents ______. 

 

 a) direct contact b) salt bridge  
 c) mixed system d) all of these  
      

 8) For ice ⇌ water (1) system, the degrees of freedom is ______.  
 a) 1 b) 0  
 c) 2 d) 3  
      

 9) In the primary photochemical process each molecule is activated by the 
absorption of one quantum of radiation. This is known as ______ law. 

 

 a) Einsteins b) Avogadro’s  
 c) Grotthus-Draper d) Beer’s  
      

 10) _____ is the radiative transition.  
 a) internal conversion b) delayed fluorescence  
 c) vibrational relaxation d) intersystem crossing  
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 11) At 0 K, the cell potential is ______.  
 a) equal to 0 b) E0  
 c) less than E0 d) equal to 1  
      

 12) In some photochemical reactions low quantum yield is obtained. It is due to 
______. 

 

 a) deactivation of reacting molecules  
 b) occurrence of reverse primary reactions  
 c) recombination of dissociated fragments  
 d) all of these  
      

 13) The standard electrode values of the elements A, B and C are 

+0.68V, −2.50 V and −0.50 V respectively. The order of their reducing 
power is ____. 

 

 a) A > B > C b) A > C > B  
 c) C > B > A d) B > C > A  
      

 14) Gibbs phase rule is _____.  
 a) F = P − C + 2 b) F = C − P + 2  
 c) P = F − C + 2 d) P = F − C + 1  
      

Q.2 A) Answer the following questions. (Any Four) 08 
  1) Define:  
   i) standard potential  
   ii) single electrode potential.  
  2) Give Nernst equation for electrode potential and cell potential.  
  3) Define:  
   i) eutectic point  
   ii) congruent melting point  
  4) Define:  
   i) oxidation  
   ii) reduction  
  5) Mention various non-radiative (radiationless) transitions.  
     

 B) Write Notes on (Any Two) 06 
  1) Metal-insoluble salt electrode  
  2) Oxidation-reduction electrode  
  3) Luminescence  
     

Q.3 A) Answer the following questions. (Any Two) 08 
  1) Define quantum efficiency. Give the reasons for low and high quantum 

efficiencies. 
 

  2) Discuss the applications of phase rule to study water system.  
  3) Discuss gas electrode with two examples.  
     

 B) Answer the following questions. (Any One) 06 
  1) With the help of neat labeled Jablonski’s diagram, explain phenomena 

of fluorescence and phosphorescence. 
 

  2) Derive an expression for emf for chemical cell without transference.  
     

Q.4 A) Answer the following questions. (Any Two) 10 
  1) Draw neat labeled diagram of sulphur system. Explain why four 

phases of sulphur system can not exist at a single point. 
 

  2) The emf of the cell  
   Pt, H2  g , 1 atm   H+(3 × 10−4M   H+ M1    H2 g , 1 atm, Pt at 298 K is 

0.0154 V. Calculate the value of M1 and pH of this solution. 
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  3) A gas when exposed to radiation of wavelength 3310 A undergoes 
decomposition, and per kilocalorie of light energy absorbed, 0.023 
moles of the gas is decomposed. Calculate the quantum efficiency. 
Given -1 cal= 4.184 J, h = 6.626x10-34 J sec. 

 

     

 B) Answer the following questions. (Any One)  04 
  1) Explain how emf measurement can be used to determine ∆G and ΔH.   
  2) The standard emf of a Daniel cell involving the cell reaction Zn(s) + 

Cu2+(aq) = Zn2+ + Cu(s) is 1.1 V. Calculate the equilibrium constant of 
the cell reaction at 250C. 

 

     

Q.5 Answer the following questions. (Any Two) 14 
 a) The emf of a cell  –Ag | AgI in 0.05 M KI || 0.05 M AgNO3 | Ag+ is 0.788 volt at 

25°C. Calculate the solubility of silver iodide in water at 25°C if AgNO3 and 
KI are dissolved to the extent of 90%. 

 

 b) What are concentration cells? Derive an expression for the emf of a 
electrode concentration cell without transference reversible to anion. 

 

 c) Discuss the phase diagram of Ferric Chloride - Water system.  
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